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Besides, in setting up any business, the amount or cost will depend on the approach and scale you want to
undertake. In essence we are not going to rely only on the sale of our farm produce to generate income for the
business. You should use green manure in the form of dead plants or plant crops such as beans, groundnut, and
the likes. And processing businesses are slowly starting to spring-up all over the country. You need to run a
feasibility studies to determine the pros and cons of the business. Next thing to do after harvesting the cassava
crops is peeling the outer skin, which can also be done manually using knives or peeling machines, as listed
above Grating. Before now, cassava processing such as peeling, grating, sieving and so on was done manually
, like peeling using knives, manual grating, tying with sticks to dewater, sieving with mesh and frying under
intense heat. Enhance the soil quality This is how you can get the soil ready for successful cultivation: Use
fertilizers; grow cassava with other crops, etc. Therefore, every step must be taken seriously in the process of
planting your cassava. The fact is there will always be buyers for your products. Soil fertility can be greatly
improved by adding manure to the land. Opportunities: The opportunities that are available to us cannot be
quantified; we know that there are loads of individuals who consume organic and non â€” organic cassava in
different forms both in the United States of America and other parts of the world. Little mistakes as this should
be totally avoided. Now, depending on your particular location in Nigeria, going into commercial cassava
farming can involve relatively large amounts of money. Though it is recommended to use modern methods in
grating the cassava Sieving. Either your buy our business plan template where we have done the research work
for you and you write it on your own. We are aware of this and from our projection will overcome this
weakness with time and turn it to a major advantage for the business which is why we are into laundry starch
and animal feed production. Selecting healthy stems is crucial to growing rich cassava crops that your market
would quickly purchase. Find out what the available buyers in the locality are interested in, then grow those
types of cassava crops. For cost effectiveness and optimum plant population of your cassava , mechanization
and planting on ridges are recommended. Step By Step Process to Starting Your Cassava Farm in Nigeria
Write a Business Plan Before you start investing your money and time into cassava production, you should do
a proper feasibility study and draw up a business plan to that effect. Unlike times past when farmers largely
relied on local and crude methods of processing. Choose the best cassava breed to grow Pay attention to the
following factors while selecting the suitable cassava breed: It should have decent food quality; It should be
good for cooking; It should bulk early; It should have good ground storability; It must be pest-, disease-, and
weed-tolerant. We manage the business to generate cashflow for profitability and expansion. The land must be
located in an area with adequate amounts of rainfall. We have some of the latest commercial farming
machines, tools and cassava processing equipment that will help us cultivate cassava in commercial quantities
with less stress. However, because most Nigerians, especially the educated are consumed with the desire for
white collar jobs, a lot are still blinded to the golden opportunity offered by cassava farming. Our Competitive
Advantage The truth is that it is easier to find entrepreneurs flocking towards an industry that is known to
generate consistent income which is why there are more commercial farmers in the United States of America
and of course in most parts of the world. Note that it is important to yield to professional advice. You will
need to acquire a sizeable farmland, this of course will depend on the quantity of cassava you want to produce
and the technique you will use in processing your products. If you cannot write a business plan, you can order
our cassava farming business plan in Nigeria. Select the best variety. Check from the cassava production
specialists in Ibadan 3.


